
IAGO IN CONTEXT

Context. A Freudian interpretation of the play might suggest that Iago is subconsciously in love with Othello. This is how
Laurence Olivier played the part of Iago.

However, such extreme misogyny is the preserve of villains in Jacobean drama, suggesting that they, and Iago,
overstep the mark. Indeed, Iago's argument itself is construed in the language of female reproduction,
described as a 'most pregnant and unforced position' 2. He "never set a squadron in the field nor the division of
battle knows. I once heard about a general's wife who had sex with various airmen on almost a daily basis in
their home on base. With Roderigo's extended silence, it too feels like an extended aside. Then there's that
bedeviling rumor. Iago is a man with an obsession for control and power over others who has let this
obsession take over his whole life. Bred in the other half of the commander-NCO paradigm, Othello readily
gets caught up in his ensign's web. Alternatively he might be a man who used to be honest in the past, but has
decided to abandon this virtue. It doesn't carry a lot of prestige in the army's intersection with the civilian
world note that Cassio is silent in the senate scene , but within the military it is a position of great stature
among the soldiers. Iago closes just as he began, with a command to follow instructions: 'watch you tonight;
for the command' 2. When Iago comes on stage after Othello and Desdemona have gone off to bed, Cassio
tells him they "must to the watch. Engaged earlier in complex word-play with Cassio and Desdemona, he can
now relax into an easier deception: false intimacy with Roderigo. I heard of the commander screwing an
officer and enlisted woman on his staff. Maybe, in this respect, I am an Iago. The Jacobean ideal of total
chastity leaves Desdemona vulnerable to an unforgiving male gaze. But I have no doubt from my personal
experience and knowledge that reality could mirror this fiction some day if it hasn't already , just as this fiction
so adeptly mirrors today's reality. Description of character[ edit ] Iago is one of Shakespeare's most sinister
villains , often considered such because of the unique trust that Othello places in him, which he betrays while
maintaining his reputation for honesty and dedication. S armed forces. Every good senior leader expects his or
her most-senior NCO to "speak truth to power. However, he is no match for the might of the state which will
be brought to bear against him, much to the satisfaction of the audience. Iago proposes Cassio join the party of
revelers as a show of esprit de corps and learns from this that the desk jockey can't handle his liquorâ€”but the
real soldier probably suspected that anyway , and after Cassio departs drunk, Iago surreptitiously imputes him
to the other soldiers, calling him a "soldier fit to stand by Caesar and give direction" but one with a vice for
drunkenness that could be his undoing. Roderigo dismisses it as 'courtesy' but admits he 'did' see it. And I
don't mean the 16th century English army or navy, but the 21st century U. I know of more than a few Othellos
who overextended their trust in their subordinates beyond rank and suffered downfalls as a result. The two
murderers escape detection. Othello, by contrast, is a noble figure of great authority, respected and admired by
the duke and senate of Venice as well as by those who serve him, such as Cassio, Montano, and Lodovico.
Which brings us to how Othello could allow himself to get into such a fix in the first place. Retorting, 'The
wine she drinks is made of grapes' 2. This plan occupies the final three acts of the play. Othello's military
setting not only factors into Iago's motivation and Othello's gullibility, it provides the means for Iago to carry
out his machinations and the environment that smoothes his way. This is a war zone! While the commander
provides the vision, sets the policies, and establishes the strategies, the deputy is the one who makes sure the
commander's orders are carried out. But a historicist reading could examine his depiction of women as a
product of his time and culture. He is quite or nearly indifferent to his own fate as to that of others; he runs all
risks for a trifling and doubtful advantage, and is himself the dupe and victim of ruling passion â€” an
insatiable craving after action of the most difficult and dangerous kind. One only who lacks inner assurance
and is so constantly on guard against any hint of his inferiority could so confess himself". The contrast is stark
between Othello's stately verse 2. Through Iago's language, Roderigo is duped into mis-seeing â€” a trick
Othello will later fall for.


